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FoodBack facilitates communication 
between chefs and patrons. 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem Solution and Overview:  

     In cafeterias across America, hungry patrons are left unsatisfied and chefs receive little or no 

feedback on their cooking. We hope to provide a simple way for chefs to better manage their kitchen 

and produce satisfying dining experiences for their patrons. Our approach centers around creating a 

public digital board that would allow 

patrons to easily submit feedback to 

chefs in a fun, quick way. In turn, the 

feedback is automatically integrated 

into a digital recipe book that chefs 

can utilize to better plan and create 

meals. Finally, the application 

provides the ability for chefs to leave 

comments and feedback for their 

patrons, completing the feedback 

loop and enhancing patrons’ 

understanding of their dining 

experience. Simply stated, we want 

better feedback and better food. 
 An example of the description interface, where chefs can add comments 

about the food that the user ate (left text). The user can in turn give 

feedback on the chef’s changes (right text). 
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Tasks & Final Interface Scenarios 

     Task 1: Chef Leaving Comments for Patrons: The chef can easily leave comments about the dishes 

he creates through his recipe book. Patrons will see these comments as they are submitting feedback. It 

is important to keep the communication loop connected in both directions in order to show patrons the 

effort that chefs make. This provides patrons an opportunity to learn more about the food they 

consume.  

     Task 2: Patron Submitting Feedback: This may be the most critical portion of the process, as it is 

necessary for the chefs to continuously receive feedback to better cater their meals to their patrons. 

Our biggest challenge was providing relevant incentives for the patron to complete the form and 

making it simpler, more fun, and more useful than traditional surveys. We did so by engaging various 

simple but fun feedback formats, including dragging food items onto plates, clicking adjectives, and 

rating with stars.  

      Task 3: Chef Meal Planning: Our discussions with chefs indicated that feedback should be directly 

integrated with meal planning. So, we embedded patron feedback into the chef’s digital recipe book, 

from the recipe list to item pages and meal calendars. Ultimately, the interface permits chefs to 

implement patron feedback in their short-term and long-term meal planning.  

Task 1: The chef may add comments about changes made to a dish. 

 

The chef can add a description on their daily menus (left),  which patrons see 

when providing feedback (middle) and when voting on items for future meals 

at the Student Voting Page (right) 
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Task 2 pt. 1 (Below-left): Patrons are drawn in with a simple positive/negative query about meals. 

 

Task 2 pt. 2 (Above): Patrons indicate which dishes they ate by dragging food items onto 

the plate. (Above-Center: initial layout, Above-Right: after dragging) 

 

Task 2 pt. 3 (Below-left): The patrons rate some of the dishes they ate. 

 

Task 2 pt. 4: The patron applies adjectives to two dishes (Above-middle, Above-right). 

 

Task 3: The chef plans out her menu  
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Chef can access digital recipe book, storing voting data and other 

information 

Design Evolution 

     Student/Patron Interface: We pursued several design principles when creating FoodBack. On the 

patron side we sought simplicity — minimizing learning curves for patrons; interactivity — making it fun 

to engage through a mix of interfaces; and flexibility — maintaining functional integrity, even when 

patrons do not complete the feedback. In this vein, patron feedback urged us to make FoodBack 

simpler as we iterated through our prototypes, from the experience prototype through the hi-fi 

prototype.  

 

Originally, Foodback featured a page 

where students would report how 

much of a certain dish they ended 

up eating. This was ultimately cut in 

favor of keeping the feedback task 

quick and simple. 
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     Initially, we hypothesized that the system would be fun enough to encourage routine use. However, 

we found that patrons required incentives to routinize participation. After talking about what they 

would like to see as a reward, we observed that patrons wanted a direct impact on what meals chefs 

would create. Using this information, we created a voting system during the survey process in order to 

incentivize participation in a tangible, interactive way.  

     Chef Interface: We initially designed an interface that displayed patron data in all sorts of graphs 

and charts, but the chefs unanimously felt overwhelmed and unsure of how to interact with the data. 

So, we decided to simplify. Speaking with Stanford dining-hall staff, we discovered that chefs 

increasingly have their recurring recipes digitized, which moved us to implement a solution that would 

integrate user feedback into their digital recipe books. Thus, we bring feedback to a place where they 

are already managing and planning their meals.  

After this paradigm shift design decisions focused on how to effectively integrate the feedback 

tools into the Chef’s recipe books. Chefs required easily accessible, uncluttered functionality. In the end 

we settled on making the feedback a part of the recipe itself so that whenever the chef sees a food item, 

he or she knows exactly what patrons thought about the food item. 
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Major Usability Problems Addressed 

Patron/Student Interface 

            User Control & Freedom: Severity 3 

     Initially we had our patrons “describe” the food by dragging it from our word bank. However, 

during our med-Fi presentation we learned that patrons felt as if the dragging would take too 

much time for each individual adjectives for each dish. Thus, we settled on a simpler click 

interface for adjectives. Each choice would light up on click, with the whole process taking mere 

seconds. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Descriptor Dialogue began with 

multiple foods on one page (above left). However, we changed it to 

simply one food per page in order to keep the interface simple (above 

right). 

 

Other Changes 

 Our final design change occurred after doing our heuristic evaluation. During the survey, patrons 

did not respond positively due to the lack of progress indicators. This made it impossible for them to go 

back and change their answers or see how much farther they had to go. The addition of the progress 

bar allowed them to fix mistakes, and to help showcase the brevity of the survey. 
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The evolution of the progress bar from nonexistent (upper left), 

 to a simple oval shape (upper right), to the final, more modern, bare-bones style (below). 

 

A major difficulty we had was finding a way for the patron to effectively see the chef’s comments 

and feedback. Feedback from our patrons indicated that they would not really be interested in the 

chef’s feedback unless it was put directly in front of them. Thus, we decided that integrating these 

comments directly into the survey was an effective way to present the information. Ultimately, the 

patrons are able to learn more about the options (that they are voting on and items that they describe 

with adjectives. 
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Chef Interface 

Efficiency of Use Severity 4 

     Unsure what functionality the calendar and separate recipe list provide. We decided not to merge 

these two items into one because of screen space requirements, as doing so would shove too 

much information in one place. Instead, we edited the calendar view to make it clearer that this 

portion is where you would plan daily meals, whereas the recipe list’s functionality is less about 

planning meals and more about 

looking at recipe information 

and patron feedback. 

 

 

The final Calendar page. The 

chef can easily check each day’s 

meal, per the aforementioned 

changes.  
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User Control Severity 3 

     No way to get general feedback from patron page. All the feedback is now listed on the recipe 

page so that the chef can easily access the data from his patrons. The feedback we received 

indicated that this was the most logical and intuitive approach for chefs. 

 

 

The final Recipe List, featuring easily 

accessible voting information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Error Prevention Severity 3 

     The daily menu space is far too small. We expanded the menu sidebar into it’s own page, 

reachable from the calendar. Because chefs indicated that the daily menu is most crucial for daily 

workflow, we made the daily menu our homepage, accessible through an icon on every page of 

the interface. 
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The final Recipe (left) and Recipe List (right) pages, both featuring a button in the top left that 

returns the user to the home page. 

Match Sys & World Severity 4 

     It is unclear what the user rating means for a dish. We changed from the thumbs up/thumbs 

down evaluation metric to a five star system. The average rating along with the number of votes 

on a given item is clearly displayed on the dish information page. 

 

The evolution of the rating page. We transitioned from eight plates with simple up/downvotes to 

three plates with a more complex 5-star rating system. 

Prototype Implementation 
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Student/Patron Interface: The patron interface was implemented as a web application using 

the Foundation Front End Framework along with various open source JQuery plugins. The decision to 

move to a web application, rather than a mobile application, was a deliberate decision in order to allow 

for chefs to have maximum flexibility in distributing FoodBack. For example, should a chef wish to 

follow up via email, the web app allows him/her to do so, rather than forcing users to download a native 

mobile application. Similarly, if a chef has access to SmartBoard and an iPad, the web application allows 

the chef to access it on both devices. Using these frameworks and plugins let us use a lot of elements 

and effects that would have been extremely difficult to recreate from scratch.  

     Nonetheless, we ran into several problems where Foundation released a new version during the 

course of our project, leading to numerous unexpected bugs. Since we are not using any backend 

databases, all of the data in the survey is hardcoded. This includes adjective choices, chef comments, 

and food items. In the future we could actually implement the backend features so that each generated 

survey is unique. 

Chef Interface: Due to lack of time and resources, the final version of the the chef interface 

was not implemented in code, but rather completely redesigned graphically in sketch as medium-fi 

prototype, and then simulated interactivity via the prototyping tool marvel. This allowed us to show the 

bulk of the design without being forced to wade through the javascript implementation, which made 

sense due to the complexity of the interface. However, the amount of complexity also caused several 

bugs in marvel because there are so many places for the user to navigate, thus creating some inefficient 

navigation loops and potentially confusing situations; and all recipe data and meal plans are still 

hardcoded into the interface. Finally, Chef freedom is restricted via wizard of oz techniques, as only 

hand picked recipes are allowed to be added or deleted and routine melas are automatically generated 

into the voting interface. 

Summary 

In summary we believe that we implemented an engaging, simple way for patrons to provide feedback 

to chefs, and have designed a chef interface that integrate that feedback into their digital recipe book. 

We believe that we may have created an overly complicated design task on the chef side and in the 

future would look for a more streamlined interface that would allow patrons to still utilize the patron 

feedback effectively.  
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